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ABSTRACT

Next-generation dark matter (DM) detectors searching for weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) will be sensitive to coherent
scattering from solar neutrinos, demanding an efficient background-signal discrimination tool. Directional detectors improve sensitivity to
WIMP DM despite the irreducible neutrino background. Wide-bandgap semiconductors offer a path to directional detection in a high-
density target material. A detector of this type operates in a hybrid mode. The WIMP or neutrino-induced nuclear recoil is detected using
real-time charge, phonon, or photon collection. The directional signal, however, is imprinted as a durable sub-micron damage track in the
lattice structure. This directional signal can be read out by a variety of atomic physics techniques, from point defect quantum sensing to x-
ray microscopy. In this Review, we present the detector principle as well as the status of the experimental techniques required for directional
readout of nuclear recoil tracks. Specifically, we focus on diamond as a target material; it is both a leading platform for emerging quantum
technologies and a promising component of next-generation semiconductor electronics. Based on the development and demonstration of
directional readout in diamond over the next decade, a future WIMP detector will leverage or motivate advances in multiple disciplines
toward precision dark matter and neutrino physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of dark matter (DM) is one of the most pressing puz-
zles in modern physics.1 Possible candidates for DM include weakly
interacting massive particles (WIMPs) in the mass range of a few GeV
to 100TeV. Thermally produced WIMP DM acquires its observed
relic abundance through the freeze-out mechanism in the early
universe.2 WIMPs are also strongly motivated from the perspective of
model building; they naturally arise in numerous theories beyond the
standard model.3–7 For decades, direct detection experiments have
sought to observe WIMP-induced nuclear recoils in a background-
controlled environment; their null results to date have excluded a large
portion of possible WIMP cross section-mass parameter space.8

Next-generation multi-ton experiments will be sensitive to even
lower cross sections.9,10 However, as their sensitivity increases, they
will face an irreducible background: coherent neutrino scattering.11

This background, traditionally called the “neutrino floor,” produces
nuclear recoil spectra similar to those of WIMP-induced recoils.12–15

Thus, additional information is required to distinguish between the
neutrino background signal and the putative WIMP signal. The dispa-
rate angular distributions of WIMP and neutrino fluxes can provide
such a discrimination tool. Due to the motion of the solar system
within the Galactic halo, a WIMP DM flux would exhibit a dipolar
structure.16 Solar neutrinos, the most significant neutrino back-
ground,17 also feature a relatively small angular spread. Directional
detectors, which would determine the incoming direction of incident
particles, can therefore distinguish between WIMP- and neutrino-
induced nuclear recoils if they have sufficient sensitivity and angular
resolution.18–22 As a result, multiple efforts to develop directional
detectors are underway worldwide, each with its own advantages and
challenges.22

We envision a solid-state detector for directional WIMP detection
that operates in a hybrid mode: nuclear recoil event registration is per-
formed in real-time using charge, phonon, or photon collection; and
directional information is read out using high-resolution mapping of the
stable damage left by the incident WIMPs or neutrinos in the detector’s
crystal lattice.23,24 The proposed detector scheme integrates real-time
event registration, three-dimensional (3D) directional information, and
high-density target material. Gas-based time-projection chambers
(TPCs) have mature directional detection technology and offer real-time
event detection and full 3D directional readout as well;21,25 however, they
have low target density and thus require very large volumes. The scalabil-
ity of these detectors is therefore limited. Probing DM mass >10GeV
below the atmospheric neutrino floor, despite being theoretically well-
motivated,26–32 would be especially challenging for gas TPCs.33 In con-
trast, solid-state detectors could allow to access this parameter space.

In the proposed detector, directional readout and event registration
require different sets of technologies. DM detection using nuclear or
electron recoils in semiconductors is a mature technology;
semiconductor-based DM detection experiments are already opera-
tional.34–37 Our proposed experiment will use similar methods to regis-
ter real-time recoil events.23,24 Mapping of directional lattice damage,
however, requires a different set of capabilities, currently under develop-
ment. Our research is focused on developing directional detectors
enabled by point defect quantum sensing in wide-bandgap semiconduc-
tors, possibly augmented by x-ray microscopy. In the present paper, we
discuss how recent developments in defect-based quantum sensing pave
the way for directional detection. We specifically focus on diamond as a
viable target material. Diamond is a leading platform for emerging
quantum technologies,38 and over the past decade many technical devel-
opments have been made in diamond-based quantum sensing that are
applicable to directional readout. In addition, the demand for quantum-
grade synthetic diamonds has resulted in efficient protocols for the pro-
duction of high-quality, uniform-crystalline diamonds [recent studies
suggest that geologically old rock samples can also be used as particle
detectors to detect damage tracks induced by ultraheavy dark matter
(see, e.g., Refs. 217–220) using electron microscopy.221 In addition, it is
envisioned to detect WIMP- or neutrino-induced damage tracks in nat-
ural minerals.222–233 These methods provide large exposures with rela-
tively small target masses since the signal accumulation time could be
more than a billion years (see also Refs. 234 and 235)].39,40

Implementing conventional DM detection methods in diamond
is also a topic of ongoing research with promising prospects.41–43 By
combining directional readout methods utilizing quantum sens-
ing23,24,38 and nuclear recoil registration methods (similar to those
used in silicon and germanium-based detectors34–37) it would be possi-
ble to build a detector that retains sensitivity to WIMPs despite the
presence of an irreducible neutrino background.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the neutrino background for direct DM detectors; briefly discuss direc-
tional detection, current and proposed technologies; and give an over-
view of the working principle of the envisioned solid-state detector. In
Sec. III, we present an overview of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in
diamond and relevant quantum sensing techniques. In Sec. IV, we
summarize the state-of-the-art techniques for directional readout in
diamond, summarize our recent advances, and discuss anticipated
improvements. A method of producing injected signals for characteri-
zation of detector efficiency is discussed in Sec. V. We conclude with a
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summary and outlook in Sec. VI. Readers interested only in a high-
level overview of the project can refer to Sec. VI.

II. WIMP DETECTION BELOW THE NEUTRINO FLOOR
A. Neutrino floor

Neutrinos couple to quarks via the neutral Z boson exchange;44

at neutrino energies below a few tens of MeV, this allows coherent
scattering from atomic nuclei.11,45 With technological advances in
detecting low-energy (down to a few keV) nuclear recoils, coherent
elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CE�NS) has been observed
recently in CsI[Na] scintillator46 and liquid argon47 detectors by the
COHERENT collaboration.48 Next-generation multi-ton-scale DM
direct detection experiments will also be sensitive to CE�NS from solar
and atmospheric neutrinos, which cannot be shielded against, forming
an irreducible background known as the neutrino floor. In fact, xenon-
based DM detectors (e.g., XENONnT) are expected to detect CE�NS
from 8 B solar neutrinos in the near future, which would be analogous
to the detection of 6GeV c�2 DM.17 DARWIN is a next-generation
liquid xenon time projection chamber (TPC) detector proposed by the
XENON collaboration, which employs a 50-ton (30-ton) active (fidu-
cial) mass and can operate for five years; it aims for sensitivity at the
atmospheric neutrino floor.9 In addition, the DarkSide collaboration
has proposed ARGO, a 300-ton (200-ton) active (fiducial) liquid argon
TPC detector with a five-year operation time, with a goal also to
achieve sensitivity set by the neutrino floor.10

There can be a substantial overlap between the recoil spectra
induced by neutrinos and WIMPs, which makes distinguishing them
difficult.12–15 A small difference in the tails of the recoil spectra could in
principle be used as a discrimination tool, but it would require thou-
sands of neutrino events, making it impractical with any proposed
future experiment. Other methods for circumventing the neutrino floor
have been proposed, such as utilizing timing information49,50 or comple-
mentarity between detectors.51 Nevertheless, in the low-statistics limit,
directional detection appears to be the only feasible method.18,19

Despite the similarities between the signals, a conventional DM
search would have been possible with a precise understanding of neutrino
background levels. Recently, some have advocated using the term
“neutrino fog” rather than neutrino floor, implying a challenging, but not
impossible signal-background discrimination.49–54 Even though neutrino-
nucleus cross sections are relatively accurately determined, neutrino fluxes
are typically subject to large systematic uncertainties, causing large uncer-
tainties in the number of expected neutrino events.55 Thus, the neutrino
flux uncertainty saturates the DM discovery limit for higher exposures.15

Reference 54 defines the neutrino floor in terms of the derivative of the
discovery limit as a function of exposure n ¼ �ðd lnr=d lnN�Þ�1,
where N� is the number of neutrino events and it is proportional to the
exposure; the neutrino floor is the boundary leaving the standard
Poissonian-statistics regime (n¼ 2) and beginning systematic uncertainty
saturation (n> 2). (Note that while this definition of neutrino floor is use-
ful for illustrating the neutrino background and comparing different target
materials, it does not represent a fundamentally preferred definition.)
Figure 1 shows the neutrino floor calculated using the method described
above for several different target materials. Solar neutrinos dominate the
neutrino floor for DM masses � 5 GeV; for slightly larger masses, the
diffuse supernova neutrino background dominates; and eventually, for
DM masses over a few tens of GeV, atmospheric neutrinos are the domi-
nant contribution.54 For light target nuclear masses like helium or carbon,

solar neutrinos are also a significant contributor in this higher DM mass
regime since the scattering kinematics allow for large recoil energies.54 As
a result, a higher neutrino floor is expected at heavier DM mass ranges
for light target nuclei (such as carbon in diamond). However, we do not
expect this to significantly reduce the sensitivity of a diamond-based direc-
tional DM detector due to an efficient rejection of the solar neutrino back-
ground through leveraging localized angular distributions of the solar
neutrino flux; see Sec. IIB.

B. Directional nuclear recoil detection

Since the solar system moves toward the constellation Cygnus in
the Galactic rest frame, the angular distribution of the DM scattering
rate is expected to exhibit a dipolar feature in the lab frame.16 The
angular distance between Cygnus and the sun is always at least 60�

(varying between 60� and 90� over the course of a year). This angular
separation allows the separation of solar neutrinos and dark matter in
a directional nuclear recoil detector.19–22,25 The dipolar DM angular
structure can improve DM reach beyond atmospheric neutrino floor
as well; however, to achieve sensitivity to atmospheric neutrinos,
higher exposure is required.21 Although the input atmospheric neu-
trino flux is not localized as solar neutrino flux is, it exhibits angular
structure caused by cosmic rays passing through different thicknesses
of atmosphere and their interaction with geomagnetic fields.33 Such a
feature could further enhance the efficiency of directional detection.

In addition, local dark matter phase-space structures could be
directly observed using directional detectors.56,57 There is overwhelm-
ing evidence that Milky Way kinematic structures go beyond the equi-
librium Standard Halo Model.58–73 Characterizing local DM structure
is an active field of research, with implications on interpretation of
direct detection experiments.74–78 Directional detectors that provide

FIG. 1. Spin-independent DM-nucleon cross section versus DM mass parameter
space, illustrating the neutrino floor for a variety of target materials, including dia-
mond (using the typically dominant 12C isotope and produced using the method
introduced in Ref. 54). Shaded gray area shows current excluded region, and gray
lines within this region represent limits from different experiments. Refer to Ref. 54
for further discussion.
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more kinematic information about incident particles can improve our
understanding of local DM properties.56,57

Several directional detection technologies are in various stages of
development.22 Identifying three-dimensional direction and head/tail
information on an event-by-event basis is the ideal scenario for
directional detection. Gas-phase time projection chamber (TPC)
detectors79–83 provide well-developed 3D vectorial directional readout
capabilities.21 However, gas-phase detectors that operate at and below
the neutrino floor would require extremely large volumes, since the total
target mass determines the detector’s discovery limit. The use of nuclear
emulsion-based detectors provides high-resolution recoil track imaging
at higher target densities; however, they are time-consuming to read out
and provide only time-integrated signals (hence, a detector installed on a
Cygnus-tracking equatorial telescope would be optimal).84–89 Although
emulsion-based detectors can image 2D recoil tracks, it is unclear
whether they can reconstruct 3D tracks and head/tail signatures.

There are also indirect signatures of DM directionality that can
be detected. Solid-state anisotropic scintillators (e.g., ZnWO4)

90,91 can
exploit modulation of incoming DM direction relative to crystal axes
in order to statistically provide a directional signal92–95 (although
strong anisotropy at low recoil energies still has to be confirmed exper-
imentally). A statistical measurement of this kind would require much
higher exposures than event-resolved directional methods. As a direc-
tional signal, the relative direction of the primary ionization cloud and
the applied electric field affects the scintillation yield in liquid noble
gas detectors, a method known as columnar recombination.96,97 The
first measurements of direction dependence of scintillation yield, how-
ever, suggests a small effect. Also, this method is sensitive to only one
track dimension and lacks a head/tail signature, so it is probably inef-
fective for DM detection below the neutrino floor.33

We envision using quantum point defects and possibly x-ray dif-
fraction microscopy in solid-state detectors to provide directional read-
out. Due to intensive work on instrumentation of sensitive charge and
phonon detectors during the last decade, semiconductor DM detectors
based on silicon or germanium have become possible.34–37,98–100

According to the same principles and using developed instrumentation
technologies, wide-bandgap semiconductors, such as diamond23,41 and
silicon carbide,23,101 have been proposed for DM detection. These detec-
tors’ semiconductor properties and low nuclear mass provide a comple-
mentary sensitivity profile to existing detectors.41 Furthermore, a
WIMP or neutrino event in such a detector would leave a stable track of
crystal lattice damage of length�100 nm, with the crystal thereby acting
as a “frozen bubble chamber” to record the direction of the particle’s
impact.23,24 The WIMP or neutrino-induced damage track would result
from a cascade of secondary nuclear recoils triggered by the initial scat-
tering. The orientation and head/tail direction of this damage track
could be mapped in three dimensions via spectroscopy of quantum
point defects, such as nitrogen-vacancy (NV)38,102–104 and silicon-
vacancy (SiV)105 defects in diamond, and divacancies in silicon
carbide.106,107 X-ray diffraction microscopy could also be used as a com-
plementary or alternative tool to map the WIMP or neutrino-induced
damage track. (In Sec. IV, we cover readout methods in greater detail.)
Simulations for a diamond target indicate measurable orientation and
head/tail asymmetry down to 1–3keV of recoil energy.23 Therefore,
quantum defect-based solid-state detectors offer full directional infor-
mation (akin to gas TPCs), as well as high density.

C. Working principle of a solid-state quantum defect
directional detector

In a solid-state crystalline detector, a WIMP recoil would impart
substantial kinetic energy onto a target nucleus, knocking it off from
its lattice site. This recoiling nucleus would initiate a chain of second-
ary recoils (via conventional standard–model interactions), leaving
behind a characteristic damage track of interstitial nuclei, lattice vacan-
cies, and distorted bonds. Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter
(SRIM) simulations108 for a diamond detector predict damage tracks
will be tens of nanometers long for recoils with energies in the range of
10� 100 keV,23 equivalent to WIMP masses in the range of
1� 100GeV; the orientation of these damage tracks will be well

FIG. 2. Result of a SRIM simulation assuming a carbon lattice (appropriate for diamond) and implantation of a carbon ion with energy in the range �1� 100 keV (representing
the initial recoiling nucleus induced by an incoming WIMP or neutrino). (a) Distribution of the angular difference between the initial recoil direction and the damage track direc-
tion. Higher recoil energies are predicted to have a higher correlation. (b) Distribution of damage head/tail asymmetry. The asymmetry is defined as the ratio of the number of
lattice vacancies and interstitial nuclei in the first and last third of the damage. As an example, for 10 keV initial ion energy, we predict about 70% efficiency and 5% false posi-
tive rate. Reprinted with permission from Rajendran et al., Phys. Rev. D 96, 035009 (2017). Copyright 2017 The American Physical Society.
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correlated with the incoming WIMP direction and initial recoil orien-
tation [see Fig. 2(a)]; and the tracks will exhibit an observable head/tail
asymmetry [see Fig. 2(b)].

We envision integrating directional detection within a conven-
tional WIMP detector with well-developed instrumentation and back-
ground discrimination methods.23,24 Hybrid detectors like this would
be able to detect candidate WIMP events using established methods
for semiconductor solid-state detectors, such as charge, phonon, and
scintillation detection.34–37 To operate at the neutrino floor or below,
meter-scale solid-state detectors are needed (see Sec. IIA). Such a
detector could time-stamp and coarsely localize events at the mm scale
using fabricated charge-collection electrodes or phonon sensors.109,110

When an event is detected in a specific mm-scale chip within a meter-
scale, modular detector, that chip can be extracted and interrogated to
determine the direction of damage, while the remainder of the detector
continues to operate. However, using existing methods, it would be
time-prohibitive to scan an entire mm-scale chip with nanoscale reso-
lution to locate and map the orientation of the damage track. We,
therefore, propose a two-step damage track reconstruction strategy
within the mm-scale chip: (i) a micron-scale localization of the dam-
age track using optical-diffraction-limited imaging techniques, fol-
lowed by (ii) high-resolution 3D reconstruction of the damage track.
Therefore, the proposed meter-scale detector’s readout can be summa-
rized in three steps as follows (see Fig. 3):

• STEP I: Event detection and localization at the mm scale using
charge, phonon, or photon collection. The event time is recorded

to determine the absolute orientation of the specific mm-scale
chip in which the event occurred.

• STEP II: Damage track localization at the micron scale using
optical-diffraction-limited techniques utilizing quantum defects
in the solid. (See Secs. IVA and IVB for methods.)

• STEP III: Mapping damage tracks at the nanoscale using either
superresolution optical methods or x-ray microscopy. (See Secs.
IVC and IVD for methods.) The meter-scale detector continues
operation during steps II and III.

For this hybrid detection method, we propose to develop a detector
with diamond as its target material. Diamond is currently being studied
for next-generation semiconductor-based detectors because of its excel-
lent semiconductor properties, as well as its high sensitivity to low-mass
DM candidates (thanks to the light mass of the carbon nucleus). The
implementation of traditional event detection techniques in diamond is
an active topic of research;41 this includes the first demonstration of a
diamond calorimeter coupled to a transition edge sensor (TES) at cryo-
genic temperatures.42 Diamond is a promising material for semiconduc-
tor electronics applications111,112 as well as for quantum sensing38,102–104

and quantum information processing113,114 applications that make use
of diamond’s lattice point defects, which exhibit optical preparation and
read-out of long-lived electronic spin states. Such technological demand
is supported by modern diamond growth techniques using chemical
vapor deposition (CVD),104,111 which enable repeatable, fast, and low-
cost growth of uniform crystals. As a result, diamond has also been
widely used in particle physics research,115,116 including in the ATLAS

FIG. 3. Schematic overview of the proposed solid-state directional dark matter detection procedure. (a) Solar neutrinos (�S) stream toward the earth. Because of the motion of
the solar system in the Galactic rest frame, there is a preferred direction of incoming WIMP particles (v) on the earth (so-called WIMP “wind”), distinct from solar neutrinos,
allowing directional discrimination (see the text for details). (b) WIMP or neutrino particles interact occasionally with the shielded solid-state detector at an underground facility,
depositing energy as well as causing cascades of nuclear recoils, leaving long-lasting crystal damage tracks. Charge, phonon, or photon collection is used to detect and local-
ize the event to a mm-scale segment of the detector. The time of the event determines the orientation of the detector with respect to both the Sun and the galactic WIMP wind.
(c) The triggered segment is removed from the bulk of the detector. Using optical-diffraction-limited methods applied to quantum defects in the solid, damage is localized in a
micron-scale volume. (d) The nanoscale structure of crystal damage is mapped using superresolution optical methods or x-ray microscopy, allowing WIMP and neutrino events
to be distinguished. Reproduced with permission from Marshall et al., Quantum Sci. Technol. 6, 024011 (2021). Copyright 2021 IOP Publishing Ltd.
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and Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detectors at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC).117 The proposed DM directional detector would require
Oð1m3Þ of diamond material, comprised of many smaller, modular
segments, to achieve sensitivity below the neutrino floor. This level of
production is a realistic extension of developments in diamond growth
for quantum sensing over the last decade. In particular, optimized crys-
tal growth protocols104 reliably achieve high-quality semiconductor prop-
erties (allowing sensitive charge and phonon extraction) and uniform,
low crystal strain (enabling damage track localization in the proposed
detector).

We provide an overview of methods available for damage track
localization and nanoscale mapping in Sec. IV as well as a method for
generating injected signals in Sec. V. Here, we present an estimation of
the signal strength and background rate in order to evaluate the feasi-
bility of methods based on their sensitivity and speed. SRIM simula-
tions indicate that nuclear recoil-induced damage tracks relevant to
WIMP events are Oð10� 100Þ nm in length and create Oð50� 300Þ
lattice vacancies.23 It is possible to detect the strain caused by such lat-
tice damage via the effect on the optically active quantum defects in
the crystal lattice. Following Ref. 23, we assume a fractional measured
strain of Dx=x � 10�6 at a distance of 30 nm from a single lattice
defect. Furthermore, the strain from each individual point defect in a
damage cluster can be used to map the spatial distribution of strain
from the entire cluster.118 We benchmark damage localization by a
simplified model of the strain signal within a lm3 volume that con-
tains the damage cluster: for each vacancy, a cylinder of uniform strain
�10�6 with height and radius 30 nm, while the strain outside the cyl-
inder falls off as 1=r3.24

We benchmark the damage localization time to not exceed the
expected event rate in the detector, so the event direction can be mea-
sured as each event is detected before the next occurs. (The localization
experiment could, however, be parallelized using multiple setups if
necessary.) It is expected that the rate of events from coherent solar
neutrino scattering, mainly from 8B solar neutrinos, will be approxi-
mately Oð30Þ per ton� year.12,119 With a low rate of WIMP events,
this would limit the localization time to about 10 days. We consider,
however, a conservative three-day target between event registration
and damage localization at the micron scale to account for a potential
WIMP signal at the neutrino floor, as well as background events.24

Note that we assume a detector with sensitivity below the neutrino
floor will have fewer background events than neutrino events.
Furthermore, quantum diamond microscopy experiments (see Secs.
IVA, IVB, and IVD) are expected to take place on-site at a shielded
complex that houses the detector, using infrastructure that is con-
structed from high-purity materials, similar to what is used in current
WIMP detectors.120 Note that the complementary technique of scan-
ning x-ray diffraction microscopy (SXDM) for nanoscale strain map-
ping requires access to synchrotron facilities (see Sec. IVC).
Nevertheless, localization of the WIMP/neutrino signal to a small lm3

volume before transport and shielding during the transport would
eliminate significant background contamination. With a reasonable
allocation of synchrotron beam time, scanning the micron-scale vol-
umes of interest should also be feasible.

III. NITROGEN-VACANCY CENTERS IN DIAMOND

Nitrogen-vacancy centers (NVs) in diamond are composed of a
nitrogen atom and an adjacent vacancy in a diamond crystal [see Fig.

4(a)] and can be classified according to their orientation in four crys-
tallographic directions. NV centers exhibit quantized energy levels
with optical and spin properties that are similar to atomic systems.
The NV energy levels couple to magnetic fields, electric fields, temper-
ature, and strain within the diamond lattice; the resulting effects can
be sensitively measured optically, allowing NV centers to function as
quantum sensors with good sensitivity and nanoscale spatial resolution
under ambient conditions.121–125 In particular, the NV center is a two-
electron system with a triplet spin-1 ground state that typically has a
longitudinal relaxation time T1 ’ 6ms (Refs. 126 and 127) and deco-
herence times T2 of up to a few ms (Ref. 128) at room temperature.

A. Ground state spin Hamiltonian

With a bias magnetic field aligned along the NV symmetry axis z,
the simplified NV electronic ground state Hamiltonian can be written
as follows:129

Hgs

h
’ ðDþMzÞS2z þ cBzSz: (1)

D ’ 2:87GHz is the zero-field-splitting (ZFS) parameter at room
temperature, resulting from the spin–spin interactions between the
two unpaired NV electrons. ZFS varies with temperature as
dD=dT ’ �74:2 kHz=K,130 which is the origin of the NV’s use as a
nanoscale thermometer. Mz is the spin–strain coupling parameter,
which can be converted to a measure of lattice strain using proper cou-
pling constants.131 We ignore other strain-coupling parameters since
their contribution is subdominant.129 The last term is the Zeeman
Hamiltonian, which splits thems ¼ 61 eigenstates. The NV electronic
gyromagnetic ratio c ¼ gelB=h ’ 28:03GHz=T, where ge ’ 2:003 is
the NV electronic g-factor, lB is the Bohr magneton, and h is the
Planck’s constant. Hamiltonian (1) leads to transition frequencies

x6 ’ ðDþMzÞ6 cBz: (2)

An energy level diagram of the NV ground state is shown in Fig. 4(b)
(inset). The transitions are in the microwave (MW) frequency range
and can be resonantly driven using MW fields of corresponding
frequency.

B. Spin-dependent fluorescence

NVs can be driven to an excited electronic state by green laser
illumination, followed by decay back to the ground state via fluores-
cence in the red spectrum. In addition, there is a nonradiative decay
path for the ms ¼ 61 excited state to decay to the ms ¼ 0 ground
state, which enables spin-state-dependent optical readout and prepara-
tion [see Fig. 4(b)]. Resonant MW driving of spin transitions in the
NV ground state, in conjunction with the optically driven dynamics,
allows optical determination of the NV spin state through optically
detected magnetic resonance (ODMR); see Fig. 4(d). Figure 4(c) illus-
trates a simplified schematic of a quantum diamond microscope
(QDM), which enables NV-diamond sensing with diffraction-limited
resolution.

C. Ramsey measurements

Measurement protocols based on quantum interferometry have
been successfully and robustly implemented in NV systems. Here, we
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outline a basic Ramsey protocol to introduce the measurement princi-
ple (see Fig. 5); in Sec. IVA, we present our recent advances in engi-
neered strain-sensitive sensing protocols.132 Ramsey measurements
with NVs use a green laser pulse to initialize the spin state intoms¼ 0.

The spin-polarized state is then driven into a coherent superposition
state by means of a resonant MW pulse (the so-called p=2 pulse),
which is then allowed to evolve uninterrupted for a period of time.
The spin states that comprise the superposition state accumulate a

FIG. 4. Overview of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond. (a) Schematic of diamond lattice hosting an NV center. (b) NV electronic energy level diagram, illustrating triplet
ground and excited state as well as singlet states. Intersystem crossing (ISC) through singlet states yields a nonradiative decay pathway. Inset: ground state spin energy levels.
On excitation by green light, the ISC nonradiative decay path results in dimming of ms ¼ 61 states’ red fluorescence relative to that of ms ¼ 0. MW frequencies of x6 can
be used to drive spin transitions. Further hyperfine splitting results from electronic spin-nuclear spin interactions (not shown). (c) Simplified schematic of a quantum diamond
microscope (QDM). Permanent magnets and/or Helmholtz coils (not shown) provide a bias magnetic field to allow spectral resolution of NV spin states via optically detected
magnetic resonance (ODMR). Green illumination is used to initialize and read out the spin state. MW delivery via the waveguide can drive spin transitions. A microscope objec-
tive collects red fluorescence and focuses it on a camera (not shown). (d) Schematic of ODMR data: NV fluorescence as a function of MW frequency. Temperature-dependent
zero-field-splitting parameter and local strain determine the center frequency, while the axial bias magnetic field determines the splitting between them. The spin-1/2 nuclear
spin of 15N contributes to the double resonance structure (splitting of about 3:05MHz); the 14N spin-1 nucleus would produce triplet hyperfine energies instead (splitting of
about 2:16 MHz).

FIG. 5. Principle of Ramsey measurement protocol in NV systems. (a) Ramsey pulse sequence. See the text for details. (b) Illustration of population in each NV spin state at
each point in the Ramey pulse sequence. Following the green initialization pulse, the spin is polarized at ms ¼ 0. The first microwave p=2 pulse induces an equal superposi-
tion of ms ¼ 0 and ms ¼ �1 states. During free evolution, the two spin state components in the superposition acquire a differential phase due to the effect of terms in the
Hamiltonian (1). The second p=2 pulse projects the phase onto population difference. Note that in this protocol, the ms ¼ þ1 state does not play a significant role due to the
choice to use microwave pulses resonant with x�. (c) Schematic NV fluorescence contrast curve as a function of free evolution time. Interferometry fringes reflect the phase
accumulated during the free evolution period, which can be >2p. Inhomogeneous phase evolution causes an overall decay in an ensemble of NV centers on a timescale T�2 .
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differential phase during the free evolution. Importantly, this differen-
tial phase accumulation depends on the transition frequencies encod-
ing the NV coupling to the environment. During the final MW pulse,
the evolved NV phase is projected onto a difference in population
betweenms¼ 0 andms ¼ 61, manifested as interferometry fringes in
the measured NV fluorescence due to the different average fluores-
cence rates of these spin states [see Fig. 5(c)].

D. Ensemble NV-diamond

Diamonds with ensembles of NV centers provide higher SNR
than single NV systems, leveraging statistical averaging over multiple
spin sensors (scaling as square root of the number of NVs).
Additionally, ensemble of NVs enable widefield imaging via parallel
measurement of the spatially distributed NVs using a camera-based
detector. High-sensitivity applications using diamond samples with
NV concentrations � ppm (1017 per cm3) have been demon-
strated.133–137 However, one of the main challenges in using NV
ensembles is inhomogeneous dephasing (due to spatial variations in
magnetic fields, diamond strain, etc.), leading to a reduced spin
dephasing time T�2 [illustrated as the exponentially decaying envelope
of the Ramsey curve in Fig. 5(c)] and broadened ODMR spectral lines.
To extend the NV spin dephasing and coherence times, material engi-
neering techniques and dynamical decoupling sequences have been
employed, with further improvements envisioned as well.38

IV. METHODS FOR PARTICLE DIRECTIONAL
DETECTION IN DIAMOND
A. Optical diffraction-limited strain spectroscopy

In this section, we discuss using nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers
for micron-scale localization of WIMP or neutrino-induced lattice
damage. Strain features can occur in CVD diamond as localized defor-
mations within the crystal lattice because of imperfections propagated
during growth and imperfections in surface processing.39,138 A variety
of methods have been developed for measuring and mitigating such
strain features in diamond devices.39,40,139 However, these methods
rarely meet all the requirements of the directional dark matter detector
proposal (see Sec. IIC). The spatial resolution of birefringence imaging
is limited since the signal is integrated over the entire diamond thick-
ness.129,140 Raman spectroscopy suffers from a relatively high detection

noise floor.141,142 X-ray tomography and microscopy involve lengthy
data acquisition times as well as access to synchrotron beamlines.143,144

An alternative method is, however, quantum-point-defect strain spec-
troscopy, which offers both the speed and sensitivity required for Step
II of the directional dark matter detection procedure, as outlined
above. NV ground state spin transitions are sensitive to local strain
(see Sec. III); therefore, spectroscopic measurements can be used to
detect local strain features using NV centers as integrated quantum
sensors.129,145 Recent developments in NV strain spectroscopy suggest
promising prospects for diamond-based directional dark matter
detectors.132

As discussed previously,24 we model the strain induced by each
WIMP or neutrino-induced vacancy in the lattice as a cylinder of uni-
form strain 10�6 with height and radius 30 nm, while the strain out-
side the cylinder falls off as 1=r3 (see Sec. IIC). Based on this model,
Fig. 6 shows the fraction of NV centers experiencing a given stain for a
10 keV recoil, which results in about 50 induced vacancies [Fig. 6(c)].
We consider two scenarios for damage track localization: a resolved
volume of about 0:1lm3 with diffraction-limited 350 nm lateral reso-
lution and 1lm axial resolution [Fig. 6(a)]; and a resolved volume of
1 lm3 with three-dimensional lm resolution [Fig. 6(b)]. NV centers
are most sensitive to strain projections onto their symmetry axes.
Depending on the relative orientation and location of crystal damage
and point defects within the resolved voxel, the strains projected onto
different NV centers could add constructively or average to zero. In
the former case, we compute the mean averaged strain (leading to fre-
quency shifts), and in the latter case, we calculate the standard devia-
tion of the strain distribution (leading to line broadening and a
reduction in NV spin dephasing time). A small number of NVs exhibit
considerably higher strain levels >10�5, whose effect on the signal
depends on experimental details. Combining different cases, the voxel-
averaged strain signal ranges between 1� 10�7 and 3� 10�6.24

NV strain imaging is typically performed using a quantum dia-
mond microscope (QDM)103 to detect strain-induced modulations in
optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) spectra103,129,145 [see
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. However, the limited sensitivity of this approach
would require lengthy averaging times (many days) to detect WIMP-
induced strain and hence render it unsuitable for dark matter detec-
tion. The implementation of Ramsey-like measurements in a QDM,
however, provides fast and sensitive measurements (� few hours).

FIG. 6. Calculated fraction of NV centers experiencing a given strain, within (a) 0:1 lm3 volume and (b) 1 lm3 volume from a 10 keV nuclear recoil. (c) Number of vacancies
created as a function of the recoil energy, as predicted by SRIM simulations.108 Reproduced with permission from Marshall et al., Quantum Sci. Technol. 6, 024011 (2021).
Copyright 2021 IOP Publishing Ltd.
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The strain Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (strain-CPMG) sequence,
illustrated in Fig. 7, is a Ramsey-like sequence that is suitable for strain
sensing132 (and thermometry in certain applications146–150) The proto-
col is insensitive to magnetic inhomogeneities arising from the elec-
tronic and nuclear spin bath within the diamond lattice, allowing
longer NV ensemble spin dephasing times and hence enhanced strain
sensitivity. In particular, by exchanging population between
jms ¼ �1i and jms ¼ þ1i levels (which have opposite dependence
on magnetic field) during the free evolution time of a Ramsey
sequence, the magnetic-field-induced precession cancels (Fig. 7) and
the strain sensitivity is greatly enhanced.132

We describe the details of the spin evolution during the strain-
CPMG protocol here. We first spin polarize the NV ground state to
jms ¼ 0i. After that, we prepare an equal superposition of j0i and
j � 1i by applying a microwave (MW) p=2 pulse resonant with the
j0i $ j � 1i transition. The NV spins accumulate a relative phase
with the rate of DþMz � cBz [see Eq. (1)] during the free evolution
of this superposition state. Following that, we apply triplets of MW
p-pulses, switching between the j0i $ j � 1i and j0i $ j þ 1i transi-
tions in order to collectively swap the NVs from j � 1i to j þ 1i. As a
result, during the middle free evolution time s=2, the phase accumula-
tion rate is DþMz þ cBz . We next apply a reverse swap pulse to
transfer the spin population from j þ 1i back to j � 1i and phase
accumulation continues for another s=4 duration. The final
accumulated NV phase is independent of Bz and only sensitive to
DþMz . The last MW p=2 pulse projects the accumulated phase onto
the NV population difference in the j0i and j � 1i states, which we
read out using the spin-dependent fluorescence measurement dis-
cussed in Sec. III.

The strain-CPMG protocol employed on a QDM enabled us to
perform high-precision strain mapping at micron-scale resolution and
with mm-scale field-of-view.132 The technical details of this work are
presented in Ref. 132, but here we summarize the most important
implications for directional dark matter detection. We use a low-strain
CVD bulk diamond grown by Element Six Ltd. with NV concentra-
tions of about 0.4 ppm. The results obtained with this diamond sample
are a promising example of state-of-the-art diamond growth technol-
ogy relevant to the dark matter detection proposal. This sample is

isotopically purified with 99.995% 12C; however, we expect that the
strain-CPMG sequence will not be significantly affected by higher 13C
spin concentration with nuclear spin I¼ 1/2 (this reduced require-
ment might simplify the crystal growth process for scaled-up dark
matter detectors). In particular, our strain-CPMG measurements
exhibit about three times longer dephasing times than the basic
Ramsey protocol, showing strain-CPMG’s ability to reduce the effects
of inhomogeneous magnetic noise.

In the first step, we employ a confocal microscope to limit the
interrogation volume to micron scale, and characterize the volume-
normalized strain sensitivity of the method; we obtain an unprece-
dented value of 5ð2Þ � 10�8=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hzlm�3

p
, surpassing previous

work129 by two orders of magnitude. To map mm-scale areas, we use
a widefield-imaging QDM employing the strain-CPMG protocol,
because confocal scanning is excessively time-consuming. Figure 8 shows
the widefield imaging results. A mm-scale strain map is obtained by
registering multiple fields-of-view of 150� 150 lm2 each with one
second of data acquisition [Fig. 8(a)]. We detect strain features of
strength �10�6 at micron-scale. Large areas of diamond sample with
sub-10�7 strain variations are observed, indicating promising pros-
pects for diamonds used to detect dark matter. An example of such a
low-strain region is shown in Fig. 8(b), and a distribution of one-
second pixel Allan deviations is shown in Fig. 8(e). Furthermore, post-
processing might be performed in order to improve spatially resolving
WIMP/neutrino-induced strains; intrinsic strain features can be spa-
tially filtered, for instance, using high-pass filters or with modern
machine learning-based methods proposed in similar contexts.151

Because of the fast decay of the signal, interferometric measurements
are less sensitive in pixels with large strain variations. These pixels, for
example, can be found near the center or edge of strain features. We
can measure the amplitude of the interferometry curve using the two
quadratures of the interferometry signal (see Ref. 132 for details).
Figure 8(d) shows an example of how we use this information to iden-
tify pixels with high strain gradients.

Since the QDM used for measurements reported in Fig. 8 does
not impose any further depth restrictions beyond the focal plane of
the objective, sufficient z-resolution for 3D micron-scale localization
remains to be demonstrated. Even high numerical aperture optics,

FIG. 7. Strain-CPMG measurement protocol. Top: Pulse sequence. x6 denotes microwave frequencies addressing jms ¼ 0i $ jms ¼ 61i transition. Bottom: Evolution of
the ground state spin population. See Ref. 132 for details.
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which restrict depth of field in principle, collect out-of-focus light,
especially given the high refractive index of diamond. However, high
axial resolution can be achieved using optical sectioning methods
which remove out-of-focus light contributions.153 Structured illumina-
tion microscopy (SIM)154,155 and light-sheet microscopy (LSM)156,157

are two well-established optical sectioning methods that have numer-
ous applications, particularly in the life sciences. These techniques can
be adapted to NV-diamondmicroscopy.

In the SIM method, a known spatially varying illumination
pattern is created via introducing an optical grating. After acquir-
ing a set of images with different phases of the illumination pat-
tern, post-processing removes the superimposed pattern, as well as
out-of-focus contributions encoded in modulations of the intro-
duced pattern. SIM is a wide-field technique, which is crucial for
the fast micron-scale localization in the proposed directional
WIMP detection scheme. It also has the advantage of simple tech-
nical implementation that is compatible with other microscopy
techniques.154 However, SIM typically involves illumination pat-
terns that are not uniform in all directions, which leads to
direction-dependent artifacts in the reconstructed images. Such
artifacts can be reduced (or vetoed) by applying the pattern at dif-
ferent angles or using different patterns.158 SIM has been used to
achieve superresolution imaging of near-surface NV patterns in a
bulk diamond,158 however, implementation of SIM to achieve lm
z-resolution remains to be demonstrated.

In the LSM method, a sheet of light is passed through the
sample and the induced fluorescence is collected through a sepa-
rate objective. In most of the cases, Gaussian beams and cylindri-
cal lenses are used to generate the light sheet. The light sheet and
collection axis are typically perpendicular, with the collection
objective aligned so that its focal volume matches the light sheet.
Fast and high-resolution 3D microscopy can be achieved using
LSM. Although LSM has its advantages, there are also some chal-
lenges: e.g., broadening or attenuation of light sheets, scattering
and absorption of fluorescence light generated deep within a sam-
ple, sample-induced aberrations, and well-known stripe artifacts
resulting from absorption and scattering from the illumination
side of the sample.156 It is possible to mitigate some of the men-
tioned effects in post-processing or even during image acquisition
through modified LSM implementations.156 A potential approach
to counteract sample-induced aberration is to use adaptive optics
tools, which have shown utility in a variety of applications, such
as astronomical telescopes159 and biomedical imaging.160 LSM
has been implemented in an NV-diamond experiment to charac-
terize microwave devices,161 although the light sheet thickness of
14 lm does not yet meet requirements for dark matter detection.
LSM is a rapidly advancing technique, particularly in the life sci-
ences. Achieving diamond strain spectroscopy with three-
dimensional lm-scale resolution will require adaptation of state-
of-the-art LSM methods to NV-diamond microscopy.

FIG. 8. 2D strain map of a diamond chip generated with a quantum diamond microscope (QDM) using the strain-CPMG measurement protocol. (a) Manually registered array of
multiple 150� 150 lm2 strain images, covering a mm-scale area of the NV-diamond sample, with a 2D pixel size of about 0:5lm2. Each field-of-view is acquired in one sec-
ond. Since diamond is an excellent thermal conductor,152 the temperature is constant over the entire sample area for a single measurement; however, temperature drift
between multiple measurements causes minor artifacts in the concatenated image. (b) An example of a low-strain region. (c) Typical intrinsic strain features are detected. (d)
Interferometry curve amplitude (refer to Ref. 132 for definition of the visibility parameter �XY) in a high-strain-gradient region with degraded dephasing time. (e) Distribution of
the pixel Allan deviation after one second of averaging data in the low-strain region (b). Reprinted with permission from Marshall et al., Phys. Rev. Appl. 17, 024041 (2022).
Copyright 2022 The American Physical Society.
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While 3D resolution �lm3 has not been demonstrated, the
volume-normalized sensitivity measured by a confocal scanning QDM
shows that detection of WIMP-induced strain features should be pos-
sible. Assuming the reported time and volume-normalized sensitivi-
ties, the minimum estimated voxel-averaged strain signal (�10�7)
could be detected in a mm3 diamond within 9 h using a widefield
QDM setup. Additionally, the technical simplicity and relatively low
cost of QDMs make it possible to use multiple setups simultaneously,
e.g., to probe different sections of a mm-scale diamond chip or several
mm-scale chips in parallel, if needed, depending on the rate of neu-
trino and WIMP interaction. Thus, the localization time is well within
the benchmark of three days.

B. Fluorescence detection of defect creation

Under high-temperature annealing, diamond lattice vacancies
become mobile and can be captured by fixed nitrogen impurities,
forming nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers.162–165 This NV center crea-
tion mechanism can be utilized as an alternative approach to localize a
neutrino or WIMP-induced damage track:24 a scattering event induces
lattice vacancies along with interstitial nuclei; subsequently, high-
temperature treatment of the sample helps develop NV centers prefer-
entially at the damage track, which can then be detected through fluo-
rescence microscopy. Fluorescent nuclear track detection using
Al2O3 : C;Mg crystals166 is a mature field with applications in oncol-
ogy/dosimetry,167,168 as well as nuclear,169 neutron,170 and beam171

physics. Such fluorescent nuclear track detectors (FNTDs) capture
particle tracks in three dimensions through the electronic activation of
color centers in the crystal lattice caused by the local electron cascades
triggered by particle interactions.172 However, FNTDs are focused on
much longer track lengths than the expected damage length of WIMP
events. Recently, low-energy nuclear recoil detectors employing color
center creation in crystal targets have also been proposed, with poten-
tial application as neutrino and light dark matter detectors.173–175

Fluorescence detection of particle tracks in diamond has been

demonstrated,176 for example, to study diffusion dynamics of the
particle-induced vacancies.177 Nonetheless, the ability to detect lower
energy particles relevant for WIMP recoils remains to be established.

Diamonds of low preexisting NV concentration and high nitro-
gen impurity content offer favorable prospects of localizing WIMP
damage tracks using an NV creation scheme. A high concentration of
preexisting NV centers would present a large background for WIMP-
induced NVs. High Pressure, High Temperature or HPHT-grown
type Ib diamonds typically contain few vacancies and preexisting NV
centers, while nitrogen concentration can be as high as a few hundred
ppm.178,179 The initial scans reported in Ref. 24 find no more than two
NV centers in the diffraction-limited volume of such a diamond sam-
ple (see Fig. 9). Assuming similar NV background in a scaled up dia-
mond detector material, three or more NVs created for each WIMP
event would be sufficient for diffraction-limited damage track localiza-
tion. Simulations suggest that each WIMP scattering event results in
Oð10� 100Þ lattice vacancies [see Fig. 6(c)]. However, not all the
vacancies form NV centers during high-temperature annealing—com-
peting processes like recombination of a vacancy with an interstitial
carbon atom or formation of vacancy clusters reduce the NV
yield.162–164 In order to determine the minimum detectable recoil
energy, NV yield must be characterized for different incident particle
energies and annealing parameters. An understanding of NV creation
efficiency can be gained from molecular dynamics simulations of
induced damage and annealing processes.163 Additionally, the
described characterization can be performed experimentally employ-
ing focused ion beam (FIB) systems (see Sec. V).

If damage localization through NV creation proves to be effective,
a crucial aspect of this method that needs to be demonstrated is main-
taining the directionality and head/tail asymmetry of the damage
tracks (see Fig. 2) during high-temperature annealing. For the 3D
directional information to be retained, vacancy travel range must be
less than 10 nanometers since damage track length scale is expected to
be several tens of nanometers. Twenty nitrogen atoms are located

FIG. 9. Nitrogen-vacancy center background in type Ib HPHT diamonds. The measurements are carried out using a scanning confocal microscope. The number of NVs is
determined based on the normalized intensity of fluorescence at each site. (a) Typical field of view illustrating intrinsic NV centers. (b) Distribution of preexisting NV centers in
diffraction-limited spots. Approximately 104 lm3 volume of diamond from three different samples is scanned. A maximum of two NVs per spot is found. Note that the low back-
ground facilitates fast confocal scanning; with about 100 ls of dwell time, a mm-scale diamond can be scanned within one day. Reproduced with permission from Marshall
et al., Quantum Sci. Technol. 6, 024011 (2021). Copyright 2021 IOP Publishing Ltd.
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within a 3 nm travel range in a type Ib diamond with 200 ppm nitro-
gen concentration; the expected vacancy capture probability of >1%
(Ref. 163) suggests minor damage geometry deformation. The amount
of directional signal wash-out caused by annealing can be assessed by
nanoscale analysis of the damage track induced by single ion implanta-
tion before and after annealing. Note that the high nitrogen content in
type Ib diamonds may help preserve the head/tail asymmetry, but it
reduces the NV coherence time, which negatively affects nanoscale
mapping using conventional superresolution Ramsey-type measure-
ments (see Sec. IVD). The strain-CMPG protocol can be employed to
extend the coherence time by mitigating magnetic noise of the nitro-
gen content. Alternatively, the directionality readout could be achieved
by resolving the positions of individual NVs or using x-ray diffraction
microscopy.144

C. X-ray diffraction microscopy

Scanning x-ray diffraction microscopy (SXDM) offers a method
to map crystal strain features in 3D at the nanoscale.24 In a recent
study,144 using the Hard x-ray Nanoprobe (HXN) at Argonne
National Laboratory’s Advanced Photon Source,180 we demonstrated
SXDM’s capabilities for reconstructing in 3D the expected strain
induced in diamond by a WIMP or neutrino creating a damage track.
HXN uses a monochromatic beam of hard x-rays focused to a spot
size of 10� 25 nm.181,182 A pixelated photon counter records the spa-
tial pattern of diffracted photons as the spot moves across the sample.
These diffraction patterns encode information about local crystallo-
graphic deformations.183 The spot size resolution of about 10 nm is
expected to be sufficient for directional signal determination, but even
higher resolutions can be achieved, for example, using Bragg projec-
tion ptychography.184–186

Figure 10 shows a high-resolution (�20 nm) scan of strain fea-
tures in an HPHT diamond sample, demonstrating the ability to
resolve features with sufficient spatial and strain resolution to detect
WIMP or neutrino-induced damage tracks. Using the strain model
associated with WIMP-induced vacancies (see Sec. II C), the expected
damage strain from a 10 keV nuclear recoil is 1:8� 10�4 at a 30 nm
spot. Reference 144 reports a strain sensitivity of about 1:6� 10�4.
Therefore, the WIMP signal should be detectable. The CVD diamond
sample used for this sensitivity analysis includes multi-layer strain

structures, which complicate the analysis and possibly reduce the sen-
sitivity. Uniform diamond samples with low strain, ideal for detecting
dark matter, can result in up to about an order of magnitude lower
strain detection floor. In addition, scanning the crystal from different
Bragg angles allows for 3D reconstruction of strain features. In Fig. 11,
intrinsic growth strain features are scanned at two different Bragg
angles and 3D reconstructed using a model described in Ref. 144. In
summary, SXDM proves the ability to detect directional damage in
diamond by combining high spatial resolution, high strain resolution,
and 3D reconstruction capabilities.

Preexisting localized sub-micron strain features can be identified
as “false positive” dark matter signals. A nanoscale study of such
intrinsic small-scale strain features in CVD diamond samples is crucial
for the realization of diamond-based detectors. Figure 12 illustrates an
initial background search in a limited scanning region. In this survey,
we do not find any false positives. We do not see any localized sub-
micron features in Fig. 12(a). We detect features in Fig. 12(b) that are
100 nm wide, but they extend over a few microns in one dimension,
which is inconsistent with WIMP or neutrino-induced damage tracks.
Even though further background characterization is still needed, the
results suggest that defect patterns in CVD diamond are either point-
like or extended, thus, distinguishable fromWIMP or neutrino signals.
The observed defect spatial structure is also consistent with those
expected of CVD samples treated by high-temperature annealing.39,187

FIG. 10. SXDM map of strain features in HPHT diamond at a length scale similar to
that expected for WIMP signals are detected using SXDM. The results demonstrate
SXDM’s ability to resolve damage caused by WIMP or neutrino in diamond crystals.
Scanning step size is 22 nm. Reprinted with permission from Marshall et al., Phys.
Rev. Appl. 16, 054032 (2021). Copyright 2021 The American Physical Society.

FIG. 11. Reconstruction of the intrinsic strain features in a CVD diamond in three
dimensions. 3D models are constructed using SXDM scans in the (113) and ð�113Þ
diffraction planes. The illustrated boundary of features correspond to strain
2� 10�4. “Rodlike” features are likely the high-strain edges of similar dislocation
features with small projections onto both of the diffracting planes. See Ref. 144 for
details. Reprinted with permission from Marshall et al., Phys. Rev. Appl. 16, 054032
(2021). Copyright 2021 The American Physical Society.
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At present, only a few synchrotron facilities worldwide offer hard
x-ray nanobeams with suitable resolution and sensitivity,180,188,189 and
high-resolution scans are rather time-consuming. However, with accu-
rate optical localization for candidate WIMP events, the damage track
direction for all WIMP events could be determined with a reasonable
amount of x-ray beam time. Furthermore, the detector segments
would need to be adequately shielded against cosmic rays in transit
from the underground detector site to the synchrotron facility. (That
being said, we note that the shielding in transit can be less extensive
than that in the underground facility with the Oðm3Þ full detector,
because the expected event rate in a small lm3 volume of interest is
much lower.)

D. Superresolution NV microscopy

In addition to hard x-ray diffraction microscopy, superresolution
techniques can also be used to resolve directional WIMP tracks below
the optical diffraction limit.23,24 We summarize the current state-of-
the-art in the field and outline a path toward three-dimensional recon-
struction of WIMP tracks.

Superresolution techniques are mainly being applied to NV-
diamond systems in the context of nanoscale magnetic resonance
imaging.102,190,191 By using relevant measurement protocols, such as
strain-CPMG, these techniques can be adapted for strain sensing. One
class of techniques uses a secondary donut-shaped optical beam (cre-
ated via a helical waveplate), superimposed with the Gaussian-shaped
excitation beam, to suppress NV fluorescence signals from everywhere
except the low-intensity central region of the donut beam. The nonlin-
ear nature of such suppression allows location of the NV emitter to
much below the diffraction limit, down to about 10 nm. For example,
stimulated emission depletion (STED)192–194 causes stimulated emis-
sion depletion under the donut; charge state depletion (CSD)195,196

produces NV� to NV0 photoionization under the donut, which makes
them less relevant to sensing; and spin measurement using reversible
saturable optical linear fluorescence transitions (spin-RESOLFT)197,198

eliminates the sensing information stored in all NV spins except those
in the donut center after the sensing protocol has been applied (and
before spin-state readout). A second class of methods uses stochastic
superresolution microscopy techniques, such as stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM)199,200 and photoactivated

localization microscopy (PALM). However, stochastic methods appear
challenging to use in high-NV density regimes. Finally, gradients of
external magnetic fields can be used to achieve sub-diffraction-limit
resolution.201–204 A large magnetic gradient over a small region in dia-
mond induces a strong spatial variation of Zeeman splittings in NVs
distributed within that region; this allows one to spatially resolve NVs
using a tunable MW frequency source. Magnetic gradients are also
used in Fourier magnetic imaging, which uses pulsed magnetic field
gradients to encode the position information of an ensemble of NVs
in a spatial modulation of their spin coherence phase (i.e., in spatial
Fourier or k-space); this spatial information is not limited by optical
diffraction and a real-space image can be extracted via Fourier trans-
form after acquiring the data. Similarly, spatial MW gradients have
also been shown to enable sub-diffraction-limit resolution of NVs.205

In Table I, we summarize the results reported on superresolution tech-
niques in NV-diamond systems.

All of the methods discussed achieve or approach the benchmark
resolution of 20 nm needed to detect directionally oriented WIMP sig-
nals. The demonstrations, however, have been limited to thin NV
layers or samples with sparse NV centers, passively imposing 3D reso-
lution. In order to adapt these techniques for WIMP track

FIG. 12. In a CVD diamond, small-scale
background SXDM scans are performed
far away from large-scale strain features.
Results demonstrate no preexisting strain
tracks corresponding to the expected neu-
trino or WIMP-induced strain features, i.e.,
localized strain features at � 100 nm.
Plots show the number of detector counts
attributable to strain in the CVD diamond
layer. A scanning step size of (a) 40 nm
and (b) 20 nm was used for two different
diamond regions. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Marshall et al., Phys. Rev. Appl.
16, 054032 (2021). Copyright 2021 The
American Physical Society.

TABLE I. Superresolution techniques demonstrated in NV-diamond sensing. STED:
stimulated emission depletion. SIL: solid immersion lenses fabricated directly in the
diamond. CSD: charge state depletion. spin-RESOLFT: spin measurement using
reversible saturable optical linear fluorescence transitions. STORM: stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy. SAM: super-resolution airy disk microscopy.

Method Resolution Modality Ref.

STED �10 nm Real space, scanning 192
SIL-STED �2:5 nm Real space, scanning 193
CSD �4 nm Real space, scanning 195
spin-RESOLFT �20 nm Real space, scanning 198
SAM �17 nm Real space, scanning 206
STORM �25 nm Real space, widefield 200
Magnetic gradient �30 nm Fourier space, widefield 201
Magnetic gradient �30 nm Real space, widefield 203
MW gradient �100 nm Real space, widefield 205
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reconstruction, it is important to integrate depth-resolution into any
of the methods. The 3D analogue of donut-shape illumination has
been attempted, reaching about 100nm z-resolution.207,208 However,
the high index of refraction of diamondmight impede further progress
in this route for achieving 3D resolution of 20 nm.

For the reconstruction of neutrino or WIMP-induced strain
(damage track) in three dimensions, we propose a combined tech-
nique: STED, CSD, and spin-RESOLFT methods can be used for
achieving lateral resolution, while simultaneous magnetic field gra-
dients can be used for achieving depth resolution.24 Figure 13 illus-
trates this scheme. Using this combined method, it is estimated that it
will take about 11 h to scan a 1 lm3 volume with 10nm resolution in
all three dimensions.24 In addition, to avoid complications of mapping
out the damage track deep in the diamond, fast and low-strain etching
methods39,209,210 can be employed to have the damage track closer to
the surface instead of deep in the bulk. Spectroscopic methods, such as
spin-RESOLFT and Fourier imaging, require good quantum coher-
ence properties that are present in CVD diamond but not commonly
in HPHT diamond samples. Therefore, the proposed combined
method may not be applicable to HPHT samples with high nitrogen
content in the detection scheme based on NV creation (see Sec. IVB).
However, due to low initial density of NVs, it will be possible to
directly resolve created NV centers. In summary, state of the art in
superresolution imaging using NV centers suggests a promising path
for 3D damage reconstruction in either scheme of the detector, i.e.,
localization using strain spectroscopy (see Sec. IVA) or localization
using creation of NV centers (see Sec. IVB).

V. SENSITIVITY CHARACTERIZATION VIA SINGLE ION
IMPLANTATION

Thus far, we have discussed methods that enable the localization
of WIMP and neutrino damage tracks and retrieval of the directional
information encoded in the track geometry and orientation. Here, we
present a method to generate injected signals that can be used to deter-
mine the directional sensitivity of the detector.

State-of-the-art focused ion beams (FIBs) offer single ion number
resolution, low-energy ions, high spatial resolution, as well as high
mass resolution.211 In the ion implanter at Ion Beam Laboratory (IBL)

at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), the ions are extracted from liq-
uid metal alloy ions sources (LMAIS), which allows working with a
third of the atoms in the periodic table. Electrostatic ExB filters incor-
porated in the setup provide mass resolution of M=DM > 61. A fast
beam-blanker is implemented with a minimum pulse time of about
16 ns. Lastly, the electrostatic objective lens provides sub-micron ion
beam spots.211 The combination of these features makes this setup a
suitable platform for generating single-particle-induced damage tracks
in diamond, simulatingWIMP or neutrino-induced recoil tracks.

With fast beam blanking, pulsed ion implantation can achieve
low ion numbers. In spite of this, as the number of ions in a fixed
pulsed time is determined by Poisson statistics, there is large relative
uncertainty regarding the number of ions in a pulse at low ion counts.
In situ ion counting is a method developed to overcome the
Poissonian uncertainty.211–216 In this method, illustrated in Fig. 14,
metallic pads with a separation of about 10 lm are fabricated on the
sample surface. Ion beams are focused on the gap between the pads.
During the implantation, the pads are biased with a DC voltage and
are connected to a collection circuit for monitoring the charge genera-
tion due to ion implantation, i.e., ion-induced electron–hole produc-
tion. The following method uses a charge collection system to achieve
precise single ion implantation. Based on the beam-off charge readout,
a lower threshold for the collection circuit voltage is defined. The
mean ion number per pulse during the implantation is set to a small
number (e.g., hion number=pulsei� 0:1). Poisson statistics suggests
that there are mostly zero ions per pulse, but occasionally there are
one or more (but mostly one ion). As the implantation continues pulse
by pulse at the same site, the readout voltage is monitored and com-
pared to the pre-determined threshold. As soon as the voltage passes
the threshold, implantation is stopped at that site. In addition to
threshold-based implantation, the full distribution of ion-induced volt-
age can also be used in post-processing to reduce the ion-number
uncertainty.216 A recent example is the use of this method for silicon
implantation on diamond with a 5% ion number error.216

We propose using single carbon ion implantation experiments to
generate WIMP-like signals in diamond. The implanted ion will inter-
act with native diamond lattice carbon atoms initiating nuclear recoils,
much like the initial recoil caused by WIMP or neutrino interactions.
The single-ion implantation can be used to test both methods of locali-
zation described in Secs. IVA and IVB. For NV-based strain

FIG. 13. Illustration of the combined method proposed for superresolution NV strain
spectroscopy. A donut-shaped illumination provides lateral resolution through
STED, CSD, or spin-RESOLFT. Fabricated gradient coils produce magnetic field
gradients that provide depth resolution. An X-shape waveguide for microwave
delivery is also illustrated. Reproduced with permission from Marshall et al.,
Quantum Sci. Technol. 6, 024011 (2021). Copyright 2021 IOP Publishing Ltd.

FIG. 14. Illustration of the single ion implantation experiment using in situ ion count-
ing method. The produced electron–hole pairs are collected under a DC bias volt-
age through the fabricated pads.
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spectroscopy, the implantation will take place in a high-quality CVD
diamond with an ensemble of NV centers. The ion-induced strain sig-
nal can then be examined and detector efficiency can be determined as
a function of implantation energy (corresponding to recoil energy,
thus the WIMP mass). For NV creation, an HPHT diamond sample
with low NV density and high nitrogen density will be used. During
high-temperature annealing, some ion-induced vacancies will combine
with the nitrogen atoms, forming NV centers that can be detected
with NV fluorescence microscopy. The use of such an experimental
method will provide insight into NV creation efficiency and the effects
of annealing on initial damage track distortion.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Results from upcoming generations of WIMP detectors are likely
to approach the neutrino floor, where coherent scattering of low-
energy neutrinos will be detected.9,10,17 Like WIMPs, neutrinos induce
nuclear recoils in a target. They scatter at energies relevant to WIMP
searches, meaning standard background discrimination techniques
cannot reject them. Without discrimination between WIMP and the
neutrino events, identifying WIMPs below the neutrino floor will
require detecting annual modulation atop the neutrino background,
demanding several dozen events to achieve a five-sigma discovery of a
new particle. A directional particle WIMP detector could reject the
solar neutrino background in the early stages of operation,18–22 and
then other astrophysical and terrestrial neutrinos in the later stages as
they become relevant at higher exposures. Furthermore, a directional
detector could reveal a WIMP signal’s cosmological origin and poten-
tially improve our understanding of local dynamical DM struc-
tures.56,57 Solid-state directional detectors are especially attractive for
probingWIMP cross-sections below the neutrino floor. Their high tar-
get density contrasts well to existing directional detection methods
with gaseous and emulsion targets. In addition, the proposed solid-
state detector using quantum defects in diamond would provide tim-
ing information as well as complete three-dimensional information via
head/tail asymmetric signals23,24 (similar to the well-developed gas
TPC detectors).

A. Detector principle

Wide-bandgap semiconductors, such as diamond41 and silicon
carbide,101 have been proposed as a target for solid-state WIMP detec-
tion. Their good semiconductor properties and lower-mass nuclei pro-
vide an advantageous sensitivity profile compared to existing
detectors. These materials can be lab-grown with high purity and
homogeneous crystal structure;39,40 a WIMP event in such a crystal
would leave a characteristic track of damage, with the crystal acting as
a frozen bubble chamber recording the direction of the incident
particle.23,24 The crystal damage track results from the cascade of sec-
ondary nuclear recoils initiated when a WIMP (or neutrino) impacts a
target nucleus; simulations for a diamond target indicate measurable
orientation and head/tail asymmetry down to 1–3 keV of recoil
energy.23 The shape and orientation of this damage track can be read
out via spectroscopy of quantum point defects in the crystal, such as
nitrogen-vacancy (NV)38,102–104 and silicon-vacancy (SiV)105 color
centers in diamond, and divacancies106,107 in silicon carbide.

A directional detector based on solid-state point defects in a
semiconductor could take advantage not only of a large target mass,
but also of intensive development of instrumentation for WIMP

detectors based on silicon or germanium.34–37 Detector segments
could be instrumented with charge or phonon collectors, such as tran-
sition edge sensors, or scintillation photons could be collected from
the detector bulk. When a crystal segment triggers one of these detec-
tion methods, the event time would be recorded and the segment
would be removed from the detector for directional analysis, while the
remainder of the detector continues to accumulate exposure (Sec.
IIC).

Damage tracks from WIMP and neutrino events will be tens or
hundreds of nanometers long,23 requiring a two-step process to extract
the directional information.24 Fortunately, both steps can be built
upon techniques established in the fields of solid-state quantum sens-
ing and quantum information processing. First, diffraction-limited
optics can be used to resolve the position of the damage track to a sub-
micron voxel within the millimeter-scale detector segment (Secs. IVA
and IVB). Second, optical superresolution techniques (Sec. IVD) and/
or high-resolution x-ray nanoscopy (Sec. IVC) can be used to measure
the damage track structure at the nanometer scale.

B. Directional readout technologies

Initial simulations and experimental demonstrations of these
techniques have focused on NV centers in diamond, as the NV is the
most widely used and best-characterized quantum defect.38 Consisting
of a lattice site vacancy adjacent to a substitutional nitrogen defect, the
NV is an electronic spin-1 system featuring optical initialization and
readout of the spin state, and microwave transition frequencies sensi-
tive to local crystal strain (as well as magnetic and electric fields, and
temperature); see Sec. III. The damage track from a neutrino or
WIMP-induced recoil cascade would induce significant strain on
nearby NV centers, which can be measured via shifts in their spin
transition frequencies. Diffraction-limited strain imaging (Sec. IVA)
could be used to localize damage tracks at the micron scale; sensitive,
widefield strain imaging has been the subject of much recent
work.129,132,145 Superresolution microscopy and spectroscopy using
NV centers (Sec. IVD) have been extensively developed as well.
Spatially resolved, sub-diffraction strain sensing is a plausible avenue
for nanoscale readout of damage track direction. These same methods
are applicable to other color centers in diamond, such as the silicon-
vacancy center, or to divacancies in silicon carbide.

Alternatively, quantum defects can be created from recoil-
induced lattice site vacancies generated during a WIMP or neutrino
interaction with the diamond (Sec. IVB). For example, a nitrogen-rich
diamond could be annealed to induce these vacancies to form new NV
centers or other color centers, highlighting the damage track. In crys-
tals with few preexisting emitters, this represents a near-background-
free method of damage track localization. The direction can then be
extracted either via strain spectroscopy of the created color centers or
by superresolution spatial mapping of the defect positions. Scanning
x-ray nanobeam diffraction measurements (Sec. IVC) present a com-
plementary, non-defect-based method for damage track direction
measurement—instruments at synchrotron facilities can detect strains
at the level predicted for a WIMP damage track, and can be performed
with nanometer spatial resolution.

All of the techniques outlined above require that optical measure-
ments be performed on-site to avoid cosmic ray exposure during tran-
sit. The low cost and simplicity of the setups for these measurements
enable multiple instruments to be used in parallel. Additionally,
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detector segments may require etching to bring the damage track close
to the surface for nanometer-scale measurements, but appropriate
techniques should enable this process without introducing additional
strain or distorting the WIMP signal.39,210

C. Outlook

In the near term, the work toward such a solid-state WIMP
detector with directional sensitivity will be centered around demon-
strating the capability to locate and determine the direction of nuclear
recoil damage tracks in diamond. This effort requires adaptation and
development of existing techniques, but the current state of the art is
not far from the requisite sensitivity and resolution. In particular, our
recent work on widefield strain imaging in diamond via NV spectros-
copy,132 as well as scanning x-ray diffraction microscopy of nanoscale
strain mapping,144 demonstrate the sensitivity required for directional
detection. For concrete experimental characterization of the efficiency
of these methods, injected nuclear recoil signals can be generated using
single ion implantation (Sec. V).

In the medium term, instrumentation of a prototype detector will be
required. Such a prototype would feature low-threshold charge, phonon,
or photon collection capabilities with spatial resolution at the millimeter
scale, as well as the micron and nanoscale strain mapping capabilities dis-
cussed above. Development of crystal growth techniques to create large
volumes of structurally homogeneous crystals is also required. Modern
diamond growth techniques using chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
enable repeatable, fast, and low-cost growth of uniform crystals; reason-
able progress in this field, expected in the next decade, should allow for
the production of the volume of diamond material required for WIMP
detection. With appropriate development and synergy between multiple
disciplines, the proposed approach offers a viable path toward directional
WIMP detection with sensitivity below the neutrino floor.
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